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ABSTRACT

We introduce a simple yet effective early fusion method
for crop yield prediction that handles multiple input modal-
ities with different temporal and spatial resolutions. We use
high-resolution crop yield maps as ground truth data to train
crop and machine learning model agnostic methods at the
sub-field level. We use Sentinel-2 satellite imagery as the
primary modality for input data with other complementary
modalities, including weather, soil, and DEM data. The pro-
posed method uses input modalities available with global cov-
erage, making the framework globally scalable. We explicitly
highlight the importance of input modalities for crop yield
prediction and emphasize that the best-performing combina-
tion of input modalities depends on region, crop, and chosen
model.

Index Terms— Sentinel-2, Multi-modal data, Early fu-
sion, Precision Farming, Yield Maps

1. INTRODUCTION

Yield prediction is an essential task in the agricultural sector.
Yet, it is still challenging due to multidimensional factors
defining the yield, including environmental factors, manage-
ment, the genotype, and their interactions. Providing accu-
rate yield prediction not only supports industry and farmers
in decision-making such as pest control, fertilization, and
harvest time prediction, but also policymakers. In light of
changing and fluctuating climate conditions, reliable yield
predictions are increasingly challenging and are nowadays
addressed from multiple perspectives. Here, machine learn-
ing has played an increasingly important role in recent years
[1]. With the rise of remote sensing technology, yield predic-
tion can be addressed from a large-scale perspective, as data is
available globally with high temporal frequencies. This offers
various opportunities for crop monitoring and particularly for
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yield prediction [2, 3]. Currently, models are trained on di-
verse sets of remotely sensed input modalities such as satellite
imagery, weather, soil, and Digital Elevation Model (DEM)
data. [4, 3, 5]. Although it is known that all the mentioned
modalities are good yield predictors, only a subset is included
in most studies. It still needs to be determined if including
multiple modalities is beneficial for model performance. In
addition, most studies focus on a narrow regional level with
single crop cultivars and few training years, making models
highly susceptible to regional and temporal overfitting. It
is, moreover, still an open question if machine learning can
predict crop yields consistently over years, regions, and crop
types.

In this research, we present an operational approach to
multimodal yield prediction at the pixel level in 10m reso-
lution, referred to as sub-field, that is crop and region inde-
pendent and globally scalable. We analyze the importance
of input modalities, such as satellite imagery, and additional
modalities, including weather, soil, and DEM data. A sim-
ple but effective way of data fusion is proposed to combine
data with different temporal and spatial resolutions. Results
are evaluated on a large dataset containing different countries,
crops, and years at field and sub-field level.

2. MATERIAL & METHODS

We include data over different countries, crop types and years.
In detail, we use data coming from Germany, Argentina, and
Uruguay. For each country, different crop types are available,
including wheat, rapeseed, and soybean. For yield forecast-
ing, we use gradient boosting and deep learning-based meth-
ods.

2.1. Data

For training, yield data is used as ground truth, combined with
remotely sensed input data available with global coverage as
predictive features.
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(b) Prediction, target and yield distribution.

Fig. 1: (a) Framework for multimodal data fusion for yield predictions. Multiple modalities with different spatial and temporal
resolutions are fused at the input level. A machine learning model is then trained pixel-wise to produce yield predictions in
10m resolution. (b) Performance plots for visual inspection of a single field. Yield data from soybean in Argentina is shown,
harvested in 2021. The model was trained on Sentinel-2 and DEM data. Upper left: ground truth yield map, upper middle:
pixel-based yield prediction, upper right: scatterplot comparing predictions with ground truth data, lower left: relative prediction
clipped at 100%, lower middle: relative prediction error in full range, lower right: distribution plot of predictions against the
target.

Yield Data Yield data from combine harvesters on a sub-
field level is used as ground truth data. While harvesting,
the combine harvester with yield monitors drives through the
field, collecting equidistant data points in high spatial reso-
lution. Each data point is characterized by different features
such as the geographic coordinate, the amount of yield in t/ha,
the yield moisture in %. We use a standardized data pre-
processing pipeline to harmonize the raw yield data. This in-
cludes reprojecting the coordinate reference system, standard-
ization of feature naming, and removing erroneous values for
position, timestamp, yield, moisture, and non-activated har-
vesters. Zero yield points and biologically infeasible points
are removed. In addition, data points are filtered by statistical
thresholds, meaning that a yield point must be within three
standard deviations. For more details, we refer the reader to
[6]. The resulting point vector data is rasterized into 10m res-
olution yield maps aligning with satellite imagery raster data.
Tab. 1 gives an overview of the used yield datasets.

Sentinel-2 Data All experiments use cloud-free Sentinel-2
(L2A) images (S2) with 10m resolution for model training.
Spectral bands with lower resolutions are upsampled to 10m
resolution, resulting in twelve spectral bands. Images are col-
lected within the growing period, i.e., between each field’s
seeding and harvesting date.

Additional Data Modalities In addition to satellite im-
agery, we select a set of data modalities that are known to
play a role in plant development and yield formation. We can

categorize Additional Data Modalities (ADM) into weather
data, soil data, and DEM data. Weather data for each field is
derived from the ECMWF Reanalysis (ERA5) [7], soil data
from SoilGrids in 250m resolution [8], and DEM data from
NASA’s Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM)[9] in
30m resolution. We prepared the ADM based on the bounds
of the field using ground truth data. For soil and DEM data,
raster images are created and upsampled to 10m resolution
using a cubic spline interpolation. For soil, we use all eight
available soil properties, i.e. cec, cfvo, nitrogen, phh2o, sand,
silt, soc, clay at depth of 0-5, 5-15, and 15-30 cm. For DEM,
we used the RichDEM [10] tool for feature engineering and
deriving more features that include aspect, curvature, dem,
slope, twi. Weather data is aggregated for each day at field
level for minimum, maximum, and mean temperature and
total precipitation.

2.2. Data Preprocessing

For each field, input data is represented as a sequence of
24 timesteps defining two calendar years (a sample for each
month) with the harvesting date in the second year. We mask
all samples outside the crop season, i.e., before seeding and
after harvest. S2 images are used as reference data to create
24 timesteps [11] by selecting the best cloud free S2 image
among all images within each time interval, and features from
other modalities are concatenated for each timestep with S2
features. Daily weather data is aggregated by summing all
values between each time interval based on the dates of the



selected S2 images. Soil and DEM features are vectorized
and repeated at each timestep. This preprocessing results in
a multivariate time series in which each sample represents a
raster pixel of the yield map, with a maximum of 45 features
at each timestep, depending on the selected ADM.

Table 1: Yield map (fields) data per country and crop type
for different years.

Country Years Rapeseed Wheat Soybean Sum
Germany 2016-2022 111 188 0 299
Uruguay 2018-2021 0 0 486 486

Argentina 2017-2022 0 0 192 192
Sum 111 188 678 977

2.3. Methods

We used state-of-the-art machine learning and deep learning
models to capture in-field variability, namely Light Gradient-
Boosting Machine (LGBM) [12] and Long Short-Term Mem-
ory (LSTM) [13]. An overview of the proposed framework is
illustrated in Fig.1a. Following the early fusion method [14],
a multivariate time series is created, wherein each timestep
represents concatenated features described in sec. 2.2. The
time series is further fed to a machine learning model for a re-
gression task, where each sample represents a pixel with 10m
resolution based on S2 images. For LGBM, the preprocessed
data is vectorized by concatenating all timesteps into one vec-
tor. For LSTM, the preprocessed data is used sequentially,
one timestep at a time to feed the model. The LGBM model
is trained using regression objective with gbdt boosting type,
learning rate as 0.1, and early stopping round as 10. In the
LSTM model, 2 stacked LSTM layers with 128 hidden units
are used, followed by two fully-connected layers with 128 and
1 neurons respectively, separated with a ReLU non-linear ac-
tivation and batch-normalization to output the predicted yield
value. The LSTM model is trained using ADAM optimizer
with a fixed learning rate of 0.001 and batch size 1024 for 50
epochs. An early stopping method is used to halt training if
the model does not improve for 8 consecutive epochs on the
validation data. To avoid overfitting, stratified grouped K-fold
cross validation is used, grouped with field name and strati-
fied with farm name. Here, a farm represents either a set of
fields operated by a farmer or geographically nearby fields in
case farmer information is unavailable. We report scores as
the average over K-Folds, using 10-Folds in all experiments.

3. RESULTS & EVALUATION

We quantitatively and qualitatively evaluate model perfor-
mance. For quantitative evaluation at field and sub-field
level regression, we use the Mean Absolute Percentage Error
(MAPE) and the coefficient of determination, R-squared(R2).
For qualitative evaluation, a three point-guideline is used. (1)

In-field variability: the model should capture sub-field dif-
ferences, (2) low prediction error: low pixel-wise prediction
error, (3) distribution match: prediction and target distribution
must be close to each other. We consider a model trained on
S2 data only as a baseline and investigate the contribution of
ADM. Tab. 2 shows the effect of including ADM in addition
to S2 on the performance of the LSTM model in Argentina
for soybean. We observe that although all ADM improve per-
formance, DEM data in addition to S2 boosts the performance
most, i.e. an R2 of 0.82, resulting in an improvement of 8
percentage points (p.p.) over S2 only. Similarly, in Germany,
for rapeseed, we observe an R2 of 0.78 by using S2 and soil
data, meaning an improvement of 13 p.p. over S2 data only.
Moreover, in Tab. 3, similar experiments are done for all
other crops and regions. We present results of the best per-
forming combination of model and different modalities in the
context of field and sub-field level performances. Looking at
the qualitative evaluation, we see reasonable performances of
all models over countries, crops, and years. We note that the
presented framework captures in-field variability. In addition,
we observe low prediction errors and good distribution match
in numerous instances. An example is shown in Fig.1b.

Table 2: Contribution of different modalities in soybean
yield prediction for Argentina using the LSTM model.

Modalities FIELD SUBFIELD
MAPE R2 MAPE R2

S2-Weather-Soil-DEM 0.11 0.76 0.24 0.63
S2-DEM 0.09 0.82 0.24 0.65
S2-Soil 0.1 0.76 0.25 0.61

S2-Weather 0.11 0.78 0.25 0.63
S2 0.11 0.74 0.25 0.61

Table 3: Results show the best-performing combination of
different modalities and ML methods for distinct crops and
countries at the field and sub-field level crop yield prediction.

Evaluation Field Sub-field
Model Modalities Crop Country MAPE R2 MAPE R2
LSTM S2-DEM Soybean Argentina 0.09 0.82 0.24 0.65
LSTM S2-Soil Rapeseed Germany 0.15 0.78 0.39 0.45
LGBM S2-Weather-Soil-DEM Soybean Uruguay 0.2 0.77 1.02 0.42
LGBM S2-Weather-Soil-DEM Wheat Germany 0.09 0.68 0.29 0.37

4. CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK

State-of-the-art machine learning models are well suited for
yield predictions over countries, crops, and years. Surpris-
ingly, we observe regional different feature importance, re-
sulting in the selection of input features being essential for
ML-based crop yield prediction. Models trained on multi-
modal data outperform models trained on satellite imagery
only. Adding additional modalities with low spatial resolution
significantly increases field-level performance and, moreover,
improves sub-field level performance. In this study, we fo-



cused on evaluating early fusion methods. Nevertheless, it
is still unclear whether other fusion methods can better ex-
tract yield-driving features and thus learn to avoid insignifi-
cant modalities for the crop-region combination. Also, it is
still to be examined if more data modalities, including expert
knowledge, would further contribute to the models’ perfor-
mance.
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